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SF Lipo Med
The SF Lipo Med is a fabulous innovation,
which incorporates four incredible technologies
in one hand piece, which provides fantastic
instant results, in the fraction of the time.
These technologies used are:
• Cavitation (Breaks down Fat)
• Radio Frequency (Tightens the Skin)
• LED (Rejuvenates the Skin)
• Vacuum (Kick-starts the Lymphatic System)
With its high-powered intensity reaching an incredible
100 KHz, this device is likely to work wonders, as it is
one of the most effective machines available to date, and
can be used all over the body and face. The treatments
are excellent for fat reduction, skin tightening, and aid
in reducing stretch marks and cellulite. Within one
20-minute session, the fat cells are broken down and the
skin tightened, resulting in up to 4 inches of fat loss.
This is the perfect solution for any organisation
that is looking to provide non-surgical
alternatives and expand their clientele.
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How it Works
Cavitation (Breaking down Fat):

Vacuum (Kick start the Lymphatic System):

•	Cavitation uses ultrasound (positive and

•	Vacuum suction treatment is applied to the

negative alternation of sound waves) to disrupt

surface of the skin tissue causing lift and

the fat cell membranes. Usually a fat cell

stimulation of the under-lying structures.

membrane cannot withstand this pressure,

•	Vacuum suction is aimed at improving blood

it will implode, and turn into fatty acids.

flow and kick-starting the lymphatic system, thus

•	The fatty liquid is used as an energy source
and the rest of the insoluble fatty acids are

flushing out toxins through the lymph nodes.
•	The vacuum opens the lymph nodes to

transported to the liver and are processed.

provide lymphatic drainage that helps the
body to eliminate the waste products that

Radio Frequency (Tightening the Skin):
•	Radio Frequency heats the deeper dermis, to a
constant 40-45 degrees, stimulates fibroblast

have been produced during the treatment.
ALL ABOVE TECHNOLOGIES ARE COMBINED IN
JUST ONE SPECIALLY-DESIGNED HANDPIECE!

action, which are connective tissues that
produce new collagen and elastin fibres.
•	This causes an immediate contraction of the
fibres, therefore the skin is instantly tighter.

Key Attributes:
•

Instant Inch Loss

•

Cellulite Reduction

•

Skin Tightening

•

Stretch Marks Reduction

•

Skin Rejuvenation

skin regenerate faster, which will result in

•

Wrinkle Reduction

more youthful, and fresher-looking skin.

•

Facial Lifting

•

Breast Lifting

•

Brazilian Bum Lifting

•

Increased Metabolism

•

Improved Blood Circulation

LED (Rejuvenating the Skin):
•	LED lights speeds cell production, making
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